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Abstract
Chronic pain continues to impose a large burden of suffering, yet its neural correlates remain poorly understood. In
sympathetically mediated chronic pain (SMP), peripheral sympathetic blockade temporarily relieves this pain, so that
related neural activity can be studied without perturbing sensory inputs. We used functional magnetic resonance
imaging and thermal painful stimuli applied to the chronically painful body site, before and after sympathetic blockade,
to examine the cortical network of chronic pain. The chronic SMP state was associated with a widely spread prefrontal
hyperactivity, increased anterior cingulate activity and decreased activity in the thalamus contralateral to the body side
suffering from SMP, but was unrelated to sensorimotor activity. Ineffective sympathetic blocks, i.e. blocks that did not
diminish the SMP pain, did not change the cortical responses to the painful thermal stimulus; while effective placebo
resulted in similar responses to those of effective blocks. These findings provide evidence for abnormal brain responses
to pain in patients with chronic SMP, which engages prefrontal/limbic networks more extensively than in acute painstates. q 2001 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Chronic pain is a major health problem about which very
little is known, partly because of an inability to manipulate
such pain either pharmacologically or by more invasive
approaches [3]. We have chosen to study the cortical pathophysiology of a specific chronic pain syndrome with properties uniquely suited for brain imaging. Chronic
sympathetically mediated pain (SMP) is a subcategory of
reflex sympathetic dystrophy (CRPS type I). The symptoms
arise after injury to an extremity and include spontaneous
burning pain, and other dysfunctions [12]. The sensory
dysfunctions include allodynia, and/or cold or heat hyperalgesia, i.e. painful cold or heat stimuli feel more painful.
When sympathetically maintained, SMP, blocking sympathetic efferents can relieve the pain without interfering with
the sensory afferent fibers. We use this property of SMP to
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study its cortical pathophysiology. In most patients with
reflex sympathetic dystrophy the body areas in chronic
pain do not respect dermatomal boundaries, and may
expand in time to include the opposite corresponding
limb. Given the loose temporal association between injury
and symptoms, and the lack of correspondence between the
pain and the anatomy of peripheral sensory innervation, it is
suggested that the syndrome may be a confabulation
imagined by the patient and reinforced by naive physicians
[10]. Here we report brain responses to thermal painful
stimuli, in SMP patients and in normal volunteers. We
find that brain responses to painful stimuli are abnormal in
SMP patients while the patients are in their usual chronic
pain. Following blockade of the chronic pain their responses
are normalized.
The institutional review committee approved all procedures used, and all participants signed a written consent
form. Seven SMP patients (32–48 years old, six female
one male, with chronic pain for . 1 year, each previously
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undergone at least 8 weekly sympathetic blocks resulting in
temporary pain relief) and 29 normal volunteers participated
in the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
studies (21–46 years old, 15 females and 14 males). Patients
with significant depression were excluded.
fMRI signals were collected on a 1.5 Tesla scanner using
echo planar imaging gradient echo acquisition sequence
(TR ¼ 3500 ms; TE ¼ 60 ms; FA ¼ 908) with a voxel
size of 1:56 £ 1:56 £ 6:50 mm when using a surface coil
and scanning a third of the brain (eight slices), or a voxel
size of 3:75 £ 3:75 £ 5:0 mm when using a head coil and
scanning the whole brain (23 slices). Anatomic spin echo
images of the entire brain were also collected. In separate
scans, the contralateral middle or frontal third of the brain,
or the whole brain were studied. For the frontal studies 8
slices covered the region from 0 to 52 mm anterior to the
anterior commissure. In the studies of the middle third of the
brain (parietal area) the region extended from 6 to 58 mm
posterior to the anterior commissure.
The details of the fMRI data analysis are presented in
[1,5,9]. Briefly, a shifted boxcar model was used to identify
fMRI activity changes between stimulus and control states.
Significant activation was determined using a t-value cutoff
(P , 0:05) in combination with a cluster cutoff (P , 0:05),
resulting in an overall multiple comparison corrected
P , 0:03. In the group analysis t-maps were filtered with
a Gaussian FWHM of 5 £ 5 £ 5 mm, converted to Fisher’s
Z-maps, transformed into standard brain atlas space, and
averaged across subjects. Z-maps were thresholded with
appropriate clustering (35 voxels for a Z-threshold of 2.5)
resulting in a repeat measure corrected P , 0:05.
Thermal stimuli were delivered through two aluminum
disks connected to two separate water baths. The painful
task consisted of subjects alternating (on a verbal cue) the
glabrous hand between two heated surfaces: one warm (37–
398C for 35 s); the other painful (18C above pain threshold
applied for 35 s), repeated six times during fMRI scans. At
the end of scans, subjects rated the overall stimulus pain;
patients also rated their chronic SMP pain, on a scale from 0
to 10, 0 ¼ no pain and 10 ¼ maximum imaginable pain.
Subjects were catheterized to access the axillary space of
the appropriate arm. After the termination of the first set of
functional scans, a local anesthetic (Bupivacaine 0.2% in 20
cc saline) was administered through the catheter. Fifteen
minutes later functional scans were resumed. In the 15-min
period post-injection subjects continuously described the
sensations experienced. Subjects’ tactile and thermal thresholds were tested pre- and post-sympathetic blocks to insure
that the local anesthetic did not influence sensory afferents,
using ascending and descending methods of limits. Skin
temperature was also measured before and after blocks.
The SMP patients selected for this study all had spontaneous chronic pain limited to one hand. Seven SMP patients
were studied in 45 fMRI scans. In SMP patients and normal
volunteers, touch thresholds were not changed with the
sympathetic blocks. Thermal thresholds were unchanged

in the SMP patients, but increased in two of six normal
volunteers after sympathetic blockade. The mean painful
stimulus used in SMP patients was 46.0 ^ 1.58C, while in
normal volunteers it was 47.5 ^ 1.08C, the difference in
applied temperature reflecting the thermal hyperalgesia
that the patients exhibit. Fig. 1 shows frontal cortical
responses to thermal painful stimulation before and after a
block in one patient, in the frontal cortex. There is large
prefrontal (PF) cortical activity when the painful thermal
stimulus is presented on the chronically painful hand. This
activity dramatically decreases when the same stimulus is
applied minutes after the sympathetic block that also leads
to pain relief.
To determine regions of the brain that are modulated with
the sympathetic block, we subtracted the resultant ‘postblock thermal pain responses’ from the ‘pre-block thermal
pain responses’ for successful and unsuccessful sympathetic
blocks, in the studies where the whole brain was imaged and
averaged across scans and patients (patient group II). In three
patients (16 functional scans), results of subtracting postblock (n ¼ 4 scans, ongoing pain ¼ 0:9 ^ 0.8, stimulus
pain ¼ 4:6 ^ 4.3) from pre-block responses (n ¼ 8 scans,
ongoing pain ¼ 7:9 ^ 1.9, stimulus pain ¼ 8:6 ^ 2.6)
when the sympathetic blocks significantly decreased the
chronic pain are shown in Fig. 2a. Only two brain regions
survived this subtraction, PF and the anterior cingulate (AC).
These then are regions modulated with changes in the chronic
pain-state. The portion of AC related with the chronic state is
localized to where pain unpleasantness has been reported to
be encoded in normal subjects [11]. Since sympathetic
blocks decrease the unpleasantness and the intensity of the
pain, our results partially correspond to this study and imply

Fig. 1. Modulating chronic pain decreases frontal cortical activity
to thermal painful stimuli. Activity is shown in the frontal cortex
contralateral to the stimulated hand in a chronic SMP patient,
before (A) and after (B) a sympathetic block that decreased the
chronic pain. The thermal painful stimulus was 45.98C; ongoing
chronic pain was rated as 7 and 2; and stimulus pain as 11 and 6
(0–10 pain scale), in (A) and (B). The slices span 26 to 45.5 mm
anterior from the anterior commissure. Colored voxels are activation intensities: red is P , 0:05, orange , 0:01, yellow , 0:001,
and white , 0:0001; uncorrected and unclustered probabilities.
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Fig. 2. Effects of modulating chronic pain on group-averaged cortical responses to painful thermal stimuli applied on the chronic SMP
hand. (A) Difference in activity between responses prior to blocking (eight scans) to those after successful blocks (four scans). Two
regions show significant activity: anterior cingulate (AC, activity covered 344 mm 3 volume, with a peak Z-value of 3.46), and the
prefrontal cortex (PF) where multiple subdivisions are activated: mid-dorsolateral PF (region 9 with 432 mm 3 volume, peak Z 3.71),
frontal pole (region 10 with 824 mm 3 volume, peak Z of 3.88) and cingulate at the level of the genu (areas 24 and 32 with a total volume of
1224 mm 3, peak Z 3.20). (B) Shows group-averaged responses (sum of 12 scans). Cortical activity is seen in the contralateral sensorimotor cortex (SI/MI, hand region with 2232 mm 3 volume, peak Z 3.73), as well as in AC (352 mm 3 volume, peak Z 3.14), and PF (area 10
with a volume of 4288 mm 3, peak Z 3.99; and area 11 with a volume of 408 mm 3, peak Z 3.39). Colored voxels are activation intensities:
red is P , 0:01; orange , 0:001; yellow , 0:0001; and white , 0:00001, uncorrected clustered probabilities.

that the distinguishing feature between normal subjects and
SMP patients is the activity in PF.
When the same subtraction was done for cases where the
sympathetic blocks did not affect the chronic pain (the injections either missed the nerve bundle or were ineffective for
unknown reasons, four failed block scans subtracted from
eight pre-block scans), no cortical region passed threshold
for significant activity. Fig. 2b illustrates the average
response to thermal pain when all scans with sustained
chronic pain were combined (eight pre-block and four failed
post-block scans). The main cortical activity is still in PF,
including multiple subdivisions. More posteriorly significant
activity is seen in the contralateral primary sensorimotor
cortex (SI/MI), and AC. Therefore, these three regions are
the main areas involved in the perception of the thermal pain
when the patients are experiencing their chronic SMP pain.
Brain imaging studies [4,7,8] have described decreased
thalamic activity in chronic pain. We tested this hypothesis
in the studies where the whole brain was imaged and averaged across scans and patients (patient group II). The
boundaries of the thalamus were delineated on four slices
and the mean Z-score calculated from group averaged Zmaps. Mean fMRI activity in the thalamus showed borderline significant asymmetry for the grouping where all scans
with sustained chronic pain were combined (eight pre-block
and four failed post-block scans). In this case, the thalamus
contralateral to the SMP hand showed decreased fMRI
activity (Z ¼ 20.47 1 /20.04, vs. Z ¼ 0.12 1 /20.36, for
thalamus contralateral and ipsilateral to the SMP hand,
P , 0:1). The same analysis was done for the grouping of
the subtraction of post- from pre-block responses when the
blocks significantly decreased the chronic pain (four

successful post-block scans subtracted from the eight preblock scans). In this condition a similar but larger asymmetry was observed between the two thalami (Z ¼ 20.9 1 /
20.13 vs. Z ¼ 0.83 1 /20.20, for contralateral and ipsilateral thalami to the SMP hand, P , 0:005).
Three groups of normal right-handed volunteers were
used as controls (29 volunteers, 94 fMRI scans). In control
I middle-, and control II frontal-third of the brain was
scanned during a thermal pain task. In control III scans
were done for thermal painful tasks pre- and post-sympathetic blocks, mimicking the procedure implemented in
SMP patients. Thermal painful stimulation in the control
subjects showed an activation pattern similar to previous
findings, see [13], described in detail in [1,5].
To quantify differences in brain activity in the SMP
patients between pain-states and in comparison to normal
subjects a spatial and intensity integrated fMRI measure of
activity was used: activation index (AI, see Ref. [1]; AI
counts were summed over eight slices of either frontal or
parietal cortex contralateral to the stimulated hand). Fig. 3
shows activity values averaged over all scans and subjects in
the three control groups and in the SMP patients pre- and
post-block (patient group I). In the frontal brain, activity is
significantly higher in SMP patients prior to sympathetic
blocks (AI ¼ 976 ^ 205, mean ^ SEM, n ¼ 7 scans) than
in normal subjects (AI ¼ 310 ^ 86, n ¼ 6 subjects prior to
blocking; AI ¼ 496 ^ 217 n ¼ 11 unblocked subjects; P ,
0:008 and P , 0:009 between the patients and each control
group). The sympathetic block significantly decreases the
frontal brain activity of SMP patients, as compared to their
pre-block values (post-block AI ¼ 270 ^ 89, n ¼ 5; P ,
0:005 pre- vs. post-block), making it similar to the responses
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in the normal subjects. Brain activity counts in the control
group who underwent sympathetic blocks are revealing
since they show that the block does not affect frontal cortical
activity (AI ¼ 311 ^ 86 pre-block, and 392 ^ 145 postblock, n ¼ 6), but decreases activity in the parietal brain
although not statistically significantly.
The prefrontal hyperactivity to painful thermal stimuli
observed in the chronic pain-state in SMP patients provides
direct evidence for a brain pathophysiology for this state.
The prefrontal hyperactivity is accompanied with decreased
parietal cortical activity and decreased unilateral thalamic
activity. This pattern reverses when the chronic pain is
diminished or decreased with sympathetic blocks, to
become more similar to the responses to painful stimuli
seen in normal subjects. The latter implies that chronic

pain and acute stimulus induced pain engage distinct cortical networks, suggesting central reorganization.
The cortical network described for pain-states have generally been interpreted as being mediated through the spinothalamic pathway, especially for experimentally induced
painful stimuli [13]. The cortical pattern of activity that we
observe in the normal subjects is consistent with this interpretation. In contrast, the chronic SMP state does not seem
compatible with nociceptive transmission through the
spinothalamic pathway. The decreased thalamic activity,
contralateral to the SMP hand, accompanied with decreased
parietal cortical activity is consistent with each other and
implies decreased nociceptive transmission through the
spinothalamic pathway. The only other direct spinal nociceptive pathway that can access frontal cortical regions is the
spino-limbic/hypothalamic projection [6]. We, therefore,
conclude that this pathway may be preferentially involved
in at least SMP type chronic pain. Other indirect nociceptive
pathways, e.g. spinal-brainstem-amygdala projections [2],
may also be important in the SMP chronic pain.
We thank Christine Barber for her expert clinical help,
and Mike Fonte, Gwen Tillapaugh-Fay and Sean Huckins
for technical contributions. This research was supported by
NIH grant NS35115.

Fig. 3. Frontal cortical responses reflect post-block changes in
chronic pain. (A)-top. SMP patients, spontaneous and thermal
stimulus evoked pain ratings, pre- and post-sympathetic block.
(A)-bottom. Stimulus ratings in normal volunteers who were not
blocked (Controls I and II) and in volunteers (Control III) before
and after sympathetic blocks. Quantitative measures of cortical
activity (total activation index, AI, in the cortex contralateral to
the stimulated hand) in the frontal (B) and parietal cortex (C) are
shown for the subject groupings in (A). Frontal cortex activity in
SMP patients is high pre-block, compared to control groups and
to post-block activity. Its post-block activity reflects the
decreased chronic pain and stimulus pain ratings. In contrast,
parietal activity changes in the SMP patients are not related to
the pain rating changes. Bars are means ^ SEM.
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